IEEE - New York Section
Award Dinner and Dance
2012

Hilton Hotel and Towers, New York

Please see below the program for the event of the year organized by our members for our members: for you to meet old and new colleagues, new IEEE Fellows, recipients of many IEEE Awards, volunteers and colleagues from all over our community

Join in conversations, engage in networking, enjoy a victual, taste delicious food and dance

In a most pleasant and relaxing atmosphere

Did you forget to send the RSVP form?

Not to worry, there is still that wee bit of time

Please fill in the members’ special reservation form below and send it post haste to:
David Horn, co-chair of the organizing committee

(212)878-4781 / David.Horn@ieee.org
129 Rosemont Avenue, Farmingville, NY 11738
MEMBER RATE RESERVATION FORM

David Horn

129 Rosemont Avenue
Farmingville, NY 11738

Please indicate meal selections:

Meat ______
Fish ______

Name: _____________________________________________

Company: __________________________________________

Address: ___________________________________________

City: ___________________________ State: _____

Zip Code: ___________ Telephone: ____________________

IEEE Member # _______ No. Of Tickets @ $110.00 _______

NON-IEEE Member No. Of Tables @ $2200.00___________

No. Of Tickets @ $220.00 ___________

Amount Enclosed $______________

MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO: IEEE, NY Section

Please note that the members’ special rate of $110 each applies only to IEEE members and one guest only. Others pay non-IEEE members’ rate of $220.
IEEE NEW YORK SECTION
Awards Dinner Dance 2012
February 25
New York Hilton Hotel and Towers

Crudités and cocktails served in the Petite Trianon, 6.30 pm
Awards ceremony and dinner in Trianon Ballroom
Dancing to the rhythm of Swingout Orchestra

Presentation of 2012 IEEE Fellows and awardees of the Section Volunteers

NEW IEEE FELLOWS OF 2012

Dakshi Agrawal, PhD: IBM Thomas Watson Laboratory, Hawthorne, NY
— For contributions to theory, analysis and design efficient and secure and privacy-preserving communications systems

Wilfried Haensch, PhD: IBM Thomas Watson Laboratory, Yorktown Heights, NY
— For contributions to metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor device scaling and physics

Ching-Yung Lin, PhD: IBM Thomas Watson Laboratory, Hawthorne, NY
— For contributions to network science and multimedia security and retrieval

Oleg Mukhanov, PhD: HYPRES, Inc., Elmsford, NY
— For leadership in research and development of superconducting digital electronics

Sharatchandra Pankanti, PhD: IBM Thomas Watson Laboratory, Hawthorne, NY
— For contributions to biometrics and surveillance systems

Valentina Salapura, PhD: IBM Thomas Watson Laboratory, Yorktown Heights, NY
— For contributions to the architecture and design of multiprocessor systems

James Warnock, PhD: IBM Thomas Watson Laboratory, Yorktown Heights, NY
— For contributions to circuit design of high-performance multiprocessors

Paul Sajda, PhD: Columbia University, New York, NY
— For development brain-machine interfaces for image and media search

Stefano Galli, PhD: Assia, Inc., New York, NY
— For contributions to theory, practice and standardization of power line communication networks
Awards from
IEEE MEMBERSHIP AND GEOGRAPHIC ACTIVITIES (MGA)

GOLD ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

Balvinder Blah: Con Edison, NY
— For extraordinary contributions to GOLD, Student Activities, Section, and Chapter level activities that encourage and engage the next generation of IEEE members and leaders

LEADERSHIP AWARD

Darlene E. Rivera: – McKissack & McKissack, NY
— For innovative, influential leadership, encouraging member engagement and development in the IEEE NY Section.

IEEE REGION 1 AWARDS

Sukumar Alampur: URS Corporation, NY
— For leadership and program development for the NY Section

Alexandre Eichenberger, PhD: IBM Thomas Watson Laboratory, Yorktown Heights, NY
— For contributions to compiler exploitation of fine-grain parallelism in microprocessors.

Thomas Li: Parsons Brinckerhoff, NY
— For leadership and development of educational programming for the NY Section

William Montgomery: Consultant, New York
— For leadership and promotion of Section and Chapter activities in the NY Section.

Vijayalakshmi Srinivasan (Computers, NY): IBM Thomas Watson Laboratory, Yorktown Heights, NY
— For contributions to memory hierarchy power and performance optimization.

Arnold Wong: Consolidated Edison, NY
— For leadership and program development for the NY Section.
IEEE NEW YORK SECTION AWARDS

High Potential Student Award

Samuel Duchovni: Bronx Science High School
— For demonstrating notable talents and high potential for academic and leadership success in pursuing an engineering-related higher education and technical career

Vehicular Technology Society
Electrical Engineer of the Year Award

Motoki Nagano: Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd., NY
— In recognition of outstanding contribution and dedication in vehicular technology engineering

Women in Engineering (WIE) Affinity Group
Engineer of the Year Award

Eleanor Baum, PhD: Cooper Union, New York
— For promoting leadership excellence for women engineers and the engineering profession at large

The Monitor salutes the NY Section’s 2012 IEEE Fellows, recipients of IEEE awards and the New York Section volunteers

YOU ALL DESERVE THE ACCOLADES!!

DINNER MENU

Bisque
Salad
Entrée: Grilled filet mignon or salmon filet
Dessert
Tea or Coffee